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Can absorbed radionuclides be eliminated?
Tons of highly radioactive fission products that exist in nature are not even tolerated in
milligrams by living species - some are released into the soil, some in the atmosphere, and in
the sea. Even the short-term consequences are terrible - the long term not easy to see.
Although in fact there is an extreme dilution - there is a serious, additional problem: tons of
the deadly cleavage product - plutonium.
A typical boiling water reactor in the type of Fukushima is filled with about 100 tons of
nuclear fuel. His MOX fuel rods as they came in reactor 3 containing 3%, or 3 tons of
plutonium (all data: Wikipedia). Unit 2, which is also at risk of a meltdown, is filled with the
same amount of plutonium. This non-naturally occurring substance is already at a dose of 2-3
micrograms (1000th milligram) carcinogenic when inhaled as dust.
In the case of the meltdown of “only” the two reactors , there are 194 tons of radioactive
uranium and its fission products (cesium, cobalt, strontium, and more).
For years, we find in our investigations with the QUINT system (developed by the Austrian
physician Dr. Christian Steiner) that serious diseases such as leukemia, bone marrow disorder
(myelodysplasia) and cancers of all types also show contamination with radionuclides. We
had several ovarian cancers with a load of the sodium radionuclide.
Furthermore, the body would confuse cesium and strontium with calcium and both
accumulate in the bone. This is far worse because the particles are in close proximity to the
bone marrow, the seat of the immune system, and that is particularly sensitive to radiation.
How could the medical establishment detect such exposure?
not or at all bad. The only option is to scan the patient with a Geiger counter. If this shows no
increase in activity, the patient is considered free of radiation. However, already tiniest
quantities not even appealing to the Geiger counter, can load the patient considerably if they
have penetrated the lungs, lymph or bone marrow. The increased cancer risk is "only" the
visible expression that meets relatively few. But we must assume that those in whom no
cancer breaks out, will be charged accordingly and may suffer in other ways. How? Primarily
by immune disorders and weakness, allergies, autoimmune diseases such as Hashimoto
thyroiditis and atopic dermatitis, but also chronic inflammation and susceptibility to
infection. Likewise, hormonal disorders, and stress reactions including burnout and
depression
Is it really a coincidence that the rate of these diseases have increased extremely for 25 years
after Chernobyl?

The QUINT System (C. Steiner) uses a method that measures the impact of environmental
toxins on the meridian system of the body. This is much more sensitive than a Geiger
counter. The method at issue here is the Holopathy. You can measure the energy effects of
heavy metals, environmental toxins and radioactive isotopes also just in the most minute
traces, because it is constructed on the principle of digital homeopathy.
And with these measurements, we found in our practice that many chronic diseases are
accompanied by subliminal level of radioactive contamination. Other Holopathy therapists
may have the same experience.
Energy Therapy is qualified to manipulate radioactive fission products in the body and
help to eliminate those elements. If we apply the method according to Steiner, we confirmed
that certain drugs as often as yet unknown, substances such as hafnium, lanthanum,
neodymium, and molybdenum may enhance the responsiveness to radionuclides. They
have (available as capsules of orthomolecular medicine) at a dose in the microgram range
exceptional properties such as activation of bone marrow cells.
Further there are the well-known immune-enhancing and diverting effects of
selenium and its co-factors, and vitamins A, E and antioxidants such as OPC. This
prevents the toxins enter into unwanted chemical reactions in the cell. All these substances
can be tested in the Holopathy to the principle of resonance in their energetic effect: if they
show protective testing reaction of the body - for example, against the oscillation of
radioactive substances they will support the "Exit" of radioactivity (or any other tested
drug). If the testing is negative , the choice of drugs will be corrected in the test until this is
in compensation.
In therapy, then the patient receives first non-contact, purely electronically (with a magnetic
field as a carrier wave), the vibration of the tested drugs plus of purging toxins, such as
cesium and plutonium - that although in special homeopathic form, is an impetus for
diversion of these specific toxins. In the home therapy for the patient the agents found are
replaced by a vial of oral drops - an electronic copy of the prepared vibration Homoeopathic
poisons and their agents.
With this approach I have helped many critical patients.
What can the individual do who should get the radioactive cloud from Japan?
First of all - avoid potassium iodide tablets. Potassium iodide is only one thing: it can
displace radioactive iodine, which is released during a reactor accident, and thereby prevent
thyroid cancer. This is good for people who live right next to a wrecked nuclear power value.
But - radioactive iodine has only a half-life of hours - so is potassium iodide in case of Japan,
useless, as the cloud needs several weeks to arrive with us. (The only thing that potassium
iodide triggers is an overactive thyroid).
What you need are antioxidants, as well as defense-enhancing substances and trace
elements which can bind heavy metals.
You take it in the first place selenium (defense-enhancing) in combination with vitamins A,
E, C and OPC (antioxidants), and micro algae (heavy metal binder). Use the listed or similar

individual products, as contained in finished combinations, generally lack the necessary
levels of vitamins, that matters.
Current commercial products are:
* Selenium - from the chemist selenase 200XXL, 1x1 tablets or selenium-methionine (Pure
Encapsulations) 2x1 cape.
* Vitamin A - from the pharmacy: Beta carotene (Pure Encapsulations) 2x1 cape.
* Vitamin E - in the pharmacy: Vitamin E (Pure Encapsulations) 2x1 cape.
* Vitamin C - from the health food store / pharmacy: many providers 1x1000mg
* OPC - from the pharmacy: OPC Grape Seed Extract (by Allpharm) 2x1 cape.
* Algae - from the health food: spirulina and AFA algae from different manufacturers, each
of 1x5 tablets
Reference: Dr. med Christian Steiner, Holopathy
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